
Formalia

HS “Aristotle’s Physics”, HS , Philipp Blum, September ,

Semester plan:

. . Introduction I: Aristotle’s concept of natural science, explanation and causation in relation to his metaphysics; Read-
ing: first chapter of Marmodoro ( )

. . Introduction II: Aristotelian time + Aristotelian space = Aristotelian space-time?
. . no meeting (St. Leodegar)
. . Physics I, II. - : Beginnings and Causes
. . Physics II. - : Chance and Necessity
. . Physics III: Motion and the Infinite
. . Physics IV. - : Place

. . Physics IV. - : The Void, Time
. . Physics V+VI: Motions
. . Physics VII: Movings
. . Physics VIII: The First Motion and the First Mover
. . The medieval reception: Averroes
. . The medieval reception: Ockham and Walter Burley
. . Wrapping-up.

Presentations:

. ., Physics I, II. - :
. ., Physics II. - :
. ., Physics III :
. ., Physics IV. - :

. ., Physics IV. - :
. ., Physics V+VI :
. ., Physics VII :
. ., Physics VIII : Ann-Katrin Gässlein (recorded)

Editions: I find the bilingual German edition by Hans Günter Zekl in the Meiner Verlag (Aristoteles , ) very useful.
In the Clarendon Aristotle Series, only five books have been edited:

• Books I and II: Charlton ( , )
• Books III and IV: Hussey ( , )
• Book VIII: Graham ( )

The greek text is available in the Loeb Classical Library: https://www.loebclassics.com/view/LCL228/
1957/volume.xml, ThomasAquinas’ commentary is here: http://dhspriory.org/thomas/Physics.htm.

Schedule:

• I will try to have at least some outline of Monday’s lecture ready and online Tuesday morning of the week before.
• You should (at least: try to) read the texts in advance; also in advance, you may ask questions on the forum, and I
will try to answer them in the lecture.

Language: The script and the lecture are given in (some type of) English. I’m happy to provide explanations and par-
tial translations in French or German. You may write (summaries and seminar papers), give talks (“Referat”, minute
presentation of the summary), ask questions and make comments in English, French, German or Italian.

Handouts: I will distribute and upload the handout for the session generally on Monday morning. I will then incorporate
this into my master document, the new version of which I will generally post on Monday evening or Thursday morning.
It will contain all, or almost all material for the next session (on the next Monday morning) as well, so it would be good if
people could have a look at it before. This method, I hope, will allow us (or, at least, me) to revisit older material, improve
on it and finish with a reasonably ‘polished’ version at the end of the semester.



Credits:

• Everyone is welcome to attend the seminar. If you can come to only some of the sessions, that is ok as well. No need
to tell me in advance.

• If you want to get ECTS credits for “bestätigte Teilnahme”, you have to do a one-page summary and a -minute
presentation:

– Have a look at some of the secondary literature and read some of it on a topic that has some direct connection
with the issues discussed in the Physics.

– Choose a narrowly defined question, of substance (e.g. “”) or interpretation (e.g. “”) and try to get clear about
some author’s answer to it. (Ideally, the question is of the yes/no type and the answer is either “yes” or “no”,
and there is an argument to back it up.)

– Write this up, in any language, but as clearly as you can, on not more than page.
– Prepare a short presentation of minutes, to go with your summary: (i) introduce the specific topic very briefly;
(ii) present your question and explain why it is relevant and interesting; (iii) present the answer you’re discussion;
(iv) criticise / problematise / contextualise that answer. If the presentation does not take fully minutes, no
problem at all; in no case, however, should it last longer than ten minutes.

– You may either record this presentation and upload it on OLAT, or give it at a seminar session (where it will
be automatically recorded and uploaded).

• In addition and independently, you may write a seminar paper for ECTS. This is done in three stages, all three of
which are equally important:

– Find a question, as narrow and interesting as possible, browse around and sketch an answer (either your own
or one you find interesting). Sketch this on a first rough draft of not more than pages.

– Give me a week to read it: I’ll make you comments and suggest readings. Then write up a first complete draft
of about - pages, carefully edited (no typos), and reader-friendly (signposts, summaries, sections). Present
your question, argue that it’s interesting, present an answer, argue for that answer (that’s the most important
part). Do not do general introductions, historical settings, general remarks – these are boring and pointless.
Try to write as clearly and as to-the-point as you can.

– Give me a week or two to read this: I’ll make you comments. Make a full revision of the draft, taking into
account the comments. You do not have to pack them all into the text, but may also choose to neglect some:
what is important is that the paper improves during the process of revision by your own lights. For the end-
product, I’ll give you a mark (if that’s required) and assign the credits, but will not provide further comments
(except perhaps for some evaluative remarks).

Among the entries on the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (generally a very good resource) I found useful are the
following:

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle/, by Christopher Shields (Shields ), which
gives a comprehensive but problem-aware and surprisingly non-partisan account of the main strands in Aristotle’s
philosophy;

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-metaphysics/ by SheldonMarcCohen (Co-
hen )

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-causality/, by Andrea Falcon (Falcon )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/form-matter/ by Peter Mark Ainsworth (Ainsworth )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-categories/ by Paul Studtmann (Studtmann

)
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-biology/, by James G. Lennox (Lennox )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-psychology/, byChristopher Shields (Shields

)
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/theology-aristotle/, by Peter Adamson (Adamson )

Though not directly on Aristotle, the following are also helpful:

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/substance/, sct. . and . , byHowardRobinson (Robinson
)

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/plato/, by Richard Kraut (Kraut )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/plato-metaphysics/, by Alan Silverman (Silverman )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/atomism-ancient/, by Silvia Berryman (Berryman )
• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/analysis/, by Michael Beaney (Beaney ), esp. the “Sup-
plementary Document: Ancient Conceptions of Analysis”

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-commentators/, by Andrea Falcon (Falcon
)

In comparison, I found very much less helpful the following entry:



• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-natphil/, by István Bodnár (Bodnár ), which
uses technical terminology without explaining it, has (or at least seems to have) a psychologist methodology of inter-
pretation (i.e.: lots of affirmations about what Aristotle had in mind or meant to do in such-and-such circumstances,
without much textual backup) and uses a lot of unnecessarily anthropomorphic language in the description of natural
events.

Some items in the more recent secondary literature are the following:

• general: Bostock ( ), Broadie ( ), Judson ( )
• rational reconstruction: Yavetz ( )
• guide: Leunissen ( )
• Necessity and Explanation: Berryman ( )
• Chance and Necessity: Christidis ( )
• Form and Matter: Cohen ( )
• Change and Matter: Cook ( )
• Matter: Ebrey ( )
• Time and Change generally: Coope ( ),Falcon ( )
• No Time Without Change: Coope ( ), Quarantotto ( )

Workshop / colloquium. On January - (arrival Friday evening, departureMonday morning), there will be an inter-
national colloquium in the beautifully located bilingual village of Ligerz / Gléresse, on the shores of the lake of Biel/Bienne
(also bilingual). Participants in the seminar are very welcome to attend and, independently of this, also to make short pre-
sentations or ‘animate’ discussion sessions. Food and coffee/tea is offered to them for free, as well as night accommodation,
if they are willing to share their room with other participants (in multi-bed rooms ranging from to ).

Dropbox. I will send you an invitation to share a dropbox-folder, to be used for the private sharing of drafts and files. If
you do not want to use dropbox (which is free only in the basic version [which, however, perfectly suffices for most ordinary
uses]), drop me a line and I will send yout the files individually.
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